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Spatial proximity enhances the sensory integration of
exafferent position information, likely because it indicates
whether the information comes from a single physical
source. Does spatial proximity also affect the integration
of position information regarding an action (here a hand
movement) with that of its visual effect (here a cursor
motion), that is, when the sensory information comes
from physically distinct objects? In this study, participants
made out-and-back hand movements whereby the
outward movements were accompanied by corresponding
cursor motions on a monitor. Their subsequent judgments
of hand or cursor movement endpoints are typically
biased toward each other, consistent with an underlying
optimal integration mechanism. To study the effect of
spatial proximity, we presented the hand and cursor
either in orthogonal planes (horizontal and frontal,
respectively) or we aligned them in the horizontal plane.
We did not find the expected enhanced integration
strength in the latter spatial condition. As a secondary
question we asked whether spatial transformations
required for the position judgments (i.e., horizontal to
frontal or vice versa) could be the origin of previously
observed suboptimal variances of the integrated hand and
cursor position judgments. We found, however, that the
suboptimality persisted when spatial transformations
were omitted (i.e., with the hand and cursor in the same
plane). Our findings thus clearly show that the integration
of actions with their visual effects is, at least for cursor
control, independent of spatial proximity.
Introduction
Humans can easily control the position of a cursor
on a computer monitor by moving a computer mouse
or a ﬁnger on a trackpad. Successful cursor control
requires that the brain effectively detects which visual
input is reafferent, that is, relates to the executed hand
movement. According to recent evidence on ‘‘visuo-
motor binding,’’ visual information related to action
effects such as cursor motions is processed differently
than exafferent visual information that is unrelated to
hand movements (Reichenbach & Diedrichsen, 2015;
Reichenbach, Franklin, Zatka-Haas, & Diedrichsen,
2014). Other studies have shown that the functional
link between hand and cursor movements comes with
systematic perceptual biases of the perceived hand
position toward the cursor position, and of perceived
cursor position toward the hand position (e.g., Kirsch,
Pﬁster, & Kunde, 2016; Ladwig, Sutter, & Mu¨sseler,
2012, 2013; Rand & Heuer, 2013, 2016). These biases
scale with the relative reliabilities of the unimodal hand
and cursor position estimates, consistent with the
reliability-based-weighting mechanism of optimal mul-
tisensory integration (Debats, Ernst, & Heuer, 2017b).
However, the integration here is partial rather than
complete, and the strength of the hand-cursor integra-
tion was found to decline when the cursor trajectory
was manipulated such that the otherwise perfect
correlation of hand and cursor trajectories was reduced
(Debats, Ernst, & Heuer, 2017a). Together, these
ﬁndings suggest that in cursor-control (and possibly in
tool-use in general) the brain establishes a link between
sensory information regarding the action and its visual
reafference based on the mechanisms of optimal
sensory integration. The ‘‘relatedness evidence’’ driving
this sensorimotor link seems to be based on the hand-
cursor kinematic cross-correlations, possibly in com-
bination with other factors. The effect of one of these
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factors, the spatial proximity of hand and cursor, is
examined in the present experiments.
A rather unique feature of hand-cursor integration is
that it occurs despite a considerable spatial separation
between the hand (moving in the horizontal plane) and
the cursor (moving in the frontal plane). Otherwise
spatial separation has been identiﬁed as a factor that
disrupts sensory integration (e.g., Gepshtein, Burge,
Ernst, & Banks, 2005; Slutsky & Recanzone, 2001;
Spence, 2013). These studies typically used tasks with
only exafferent sensory signals. For example, partici-
pants judged the features of an object (e.g., its size
based on visual and haptic information) or event (e.g.,
its location based on auditory and visual information).
In such tasks, spatial proximity can be considered a
strong indicator for that the sensory signals arise from
a single source and should therefore be integrated (for
reviews, see e.g., Shams & Beierholm, 2010; van Dam,
Parise, & Ernst, 2014). If the brain is provided a likely
explanation for the spatial separation, such as a virtual
tool covering the distance, the integration strength is
found to restore (Helbig & Ernst, 2007; Takahashi,
Diedrichsen, & Watt, 2009; Takahashi & Watt, 2014).
In cursor control, however, the spatial separation of the
action and its visual reafference is an inherent feature,
and there is no visible link between them such as a
mechanical—real or virtual—tool. Nevertheless, the
brain might take the spatial proximity of hand and
cursor into account and not rely only on the kinematic
cross-correlation as a basis for the visuomotor link.
The primary purpose of the present experiments was
to test the impact of spatial proximity, in addition to
that of cross-correlations, on the strength of sensory
integration in cursor control. We compared perceptual
judgments in a cursor-control task (cf. Debats et al.,
2017b, 2017a) between two spatial conditions that were
tested in a single experimental setup (see Figure 1a). In
the ﬁrst condition, hand movements and cursor
motions were in orthogonal planes, with the hand
movements in the horizontal plane and the corre-
sponding cursor motions in the frontal plane at some
distance (condition OrthogPlane). This spatial ar-
rangement is typical in everyday computer use. In the
second condition, hand movements and cursor motions
were in the same horizontal plane (condition Same-
Plane). Participants looked downward into a mirror
where they saw a virtual image—projected from the
monitor above the mirror—aligned with the hand
movement plane. This spatial arrangement is frequently
used in experimental setups (e.g., Bock, Schneider, &
Bloomberg, 2001; Bock & Thomas, 2011; Synofzik,
Thier, & Lindner, 2006; van Beers, Sittig, & Denier van
der Gon, 1996).
In both spatial conditions, participants made out-
and-back movements from the center of a semicircular
workspace to its boundary and back to the remem-
bered start location. The cursor was shown during the
outward movements only (see Figure 1b), and its
directions deviated slightly and unpredictably from
the directions of the hand movements (see Figure 1c).
After each out-and-back movement in these bimodal
trials (i.e., trials with concurrent hand movements and
cursor motions) the participants judged either the
cursor’s (BiCursor trials) or the hand’s (BiHand trials)
position at the end of the outward movement. The
discrepancy between the cursor and hand positions at
the end of the outward movements allowed us to
assess the mutual biases of the position judgments and
the strength of the integration as the sum of these
biases. Additionally, we ran unimodal trials in which
there was only a cursor motion or a hand movement.
In UniCursor trials an outward cursor motion was
shown without accompanying hand movement, fol-
lowed by the judgment of cursor endpoint after a
delay corresponding to the duration of the backward
hand movements in other trials. In UniHand trials the
outward hand movement was made without accom-
panying cursor motion, followed by the judgment of
hand endpoint after the backward movement to the
remembered start position. These unimodal trials
allowed us to derive optimal integration model
predictions of the biases and judgment variability in
bimodal trials.
The second aim of the current study was to examine
how the transformation noise, which is associated with
spatial separation, affects the variability of the biased
position judgments. In a previous study using the
OrthogPlane condition, we varied the way in which
participants reported the remembered hand or cursor
movement endpoints (Debats et al., 2017b). When
participants reported these positions by means of
placing a cursor on the monitor (top panel Figure 1d),
the judgments of hand position required both a spatial
transformation (horizontal to frontal) and a modality
transformation (proprioceptive to visual; see Figure
1e). When participants reported the remembered
movement endpoints by placing their hand at the
corresponding position on the tablet (lower panel
Figure 1d), the judgments of cursor position required
such transformations (see Figure 1e). The noise that
comes with the transformations clearly affected the
variability of the hand and cursor position estimates in
unimodal trials (UniHand and UniCursor trials) and,
consistent with a reliability-based weighting mecha-
nism, the relative biases of the position judgments in
bimodal trials. Importantly, we also observed consis-
tently more variable position judgments in bimodal
trials than predicted for optimal partial integration
(Debats et al., 2017b, 2017a; Debats & Heuer, 2018),
with predictions derived from the Coupling Prior
model (Debats et al., 2017b; Ernst, 2007, 2012) that
allows for partial integration strengths. In particular,
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the variabilities in bimodal trials were in-between those
of the unimodal trials instead of being consistently
lower than in the corresponding unimodal trials. This
indicates a beneﬁt of integration only for the variability
of the bimodal estimates that correspond to the most
variable unimodal estimates, yet a disadvantage of the
integration for the bimodal estimates corresponding to
the least variable unimodal estimates. We here ask
whether the suboptimality of the bimodal variability is
related to the spatial transformation noise.
The current study thus addressed the role of spatial
proximity for the strength of hand-cursor sensory
integration as well as the role of spatial transformations
for the previously observed suboptimal variances of
biased hand and cursor position estimates. We used
two main experimental manipulations: (a) In two
experiments we varied the spatial separation of the
hand and cursor movements by presenting them either
in orthogonal planes (OrthogPlane) or the same plane
(SamePlane). We hypothesize that integration is
strengthened by hand-cursor spatial proximity—in
addition to integration strength based on kinematic
cross-correlations—and thus expect stronger integra-
tion in condition SamePlane. (b) Across the two
experiments we varied how the position judgments were
given, that is, by placing either a cursor or the hand at
the remembered movement endpoints (Cursor response
task and Hand response task, respectively). If the
previously observed suboptimal variability were due to
the spatial transformation, as we hypothesize, then the
Figure 1. Setup, task and transformations. (a) The experimental setup, in which participants made hand movement on the half-
circular workspace on the horizontal digitizer table. The corresponding cursor motion could either be presented on the monitor in the
frontal plane (OrthogPlane), or the cursor could appear on the horizontal monitor such that it was reflected by the mirror just below
the chin-rest to create a virtual image of the cursor in the exact plane of the hand movements (SamePlane). (b) The cursor was visible
during the outward trajectory and disappeared once the hand reached the workspace boundary. This movement endpoint was later—
after the return movement—to be judged by the participants. (c) The direction of the cursor movement deviated slightly from the
direction of the hand movement with eight levels of visuomotor rotation. This discrepancy was needed to observe the degree to
which judgment of hand position were biases toward the cursor position, and vice versa. (d) The position judgments were provided
either by placing a cursor on the remembered hand or cursor movement endpoint (upper panel, Cursor response task), where the
cursor position along the semicircular path was controlled by small lateral movements of the stylus (inset in upper panel), or by
placing the hand on the remembered hand or cursor movement endpoint (lower panel, Hand response task) without visual feedback
(inset in lower panel). (e) When the hand and cursor appeared in separate planes of motion (condition OrthogPlane), the judgments
made with the Cursor response task and the Hand response task involved either no transformations or both a modality and spatial
transformation (i.e., horizontal to frontal plane of motion, or vice versa). When the hand and cursor appeared in the same planes of
motion (condition SamePlane—not illustrated here), the spatial transformation was no longer involved.
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behavior should now be (at least closer to) optimal in
condition SamePlane.
Methods
Participants
There were fourteen right-handed participants (aged
20 to 28 years; three male, 11 female) in Experiment 1
and thirteen right-handed participants (aged 20 to 26
years; one male, 12 female) in Experiment 2. They gave
written informed consent and were compensated with a
payment of E6 per hour. The experiments were
conducted in accordance with the declaration of
Helsinki and approved by the Bielefeld University local
ethics committee.
Apparatus
The apparatus is shown in Figure 1a. Participants sat
at a table with a digitizer tablet on top of it (Wacom
Intuos4 XL; 48.8 by 30.5 cm). Supported by a chinrest,
they kept a 60-cm viewing distance from the frontal
screen of a computer monitor (Samsung MD230; 23
in.; 50.9 by 28.6 cm). A second monitor of the same
type faced downward with a horizontal screen. The
participants saw it in a horizontal half-silvered mirror
placed halfway, each with 30-cm distance, between the
monitor screen and the digitizer tablet. The mirror was
approximately 15 cm below the eyes of the participants.
The virtual image of objects presented on the hori-
zontal monitor appeared in the plane of the digitizer
tablet. The mirror was covered when the frontal
monitor was used. The mirror or the cover fully
occluded the participants’ arms and hands.
Participants held the digitizer stylus in their right
hand. When required, they pressed a button on the
stylus with their thumb or index ﬁnger. A semicircular
workspace of 15-cm radius on the tablet was bordered
by a 5-mm thick PVC template, which established a
mechanical stop for the outward movements. It is
referred to as the ‘‘stopper ring’’ (see dotted line in
Figure 1b). The position of the stylus was recorded
(sampling frequency: 60 samples/s; spatial resolution:
0.01 mm) and mapped online to the position of a cursor
on one of the two monitors, using MATLAB (Math-
Works, Natick, MA) with the Psychophysics Toolbox
extension (Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). For the
horizontal monitor the virtual image of the cursor
appeared at the same location as the tip of the stylus as
long as no visuomotor rotations were introduced. All
images and text were presented light gray on a black
background with only one exception described in
section Detailed procedure.
Movement task and visuomotor rotations
Participants performed outward movements on the
digitizer that started at the center of the semicircular
workspace and ended at the stopper ring, immediately
followed by backward movements to the remembered
start position. The cursor (a 6-mm diameter ﬁlled
circle) was visible during the outward movement only.
To prevent stereotyped movements, we deﬁned eight
ranges of movement directions with centers between
568 andþ568 relative to straight-ahead in steps of 168.
In each trial we instructed participants to move into
one of these eight ranges by means of a symbol shown
prior to movement onset (see Detailed procedure for
details).
In all bimodal trials, the direction of the cursor
motion was rotated relative to the direction of the hand
movement. These visuomotor rotations varied ran-
domly across trials between 17.58 and þ17.58 in steps
of 58, with a mean of 08 (see Figure 1c). Visuomotor
rotations were essential for assessing the biases in the
position judgments. For participants, such small
rotations generally remain unnoticed (Mu¨sseler &
Sutter, 2009; Rand & Heuer, 2013; Su¨lzenbru¨ck &
Heuer, 2009).
Spatial conditions
In condition OrthogPlane, the cursor was shown on
the monitor in the frontal plane, and thus spatially
separated from the horizontal plane in which the hand
movements were made. In condition SamePlane the
cursor was presented on the horizontal monitor screen,
with its virtual image appearing in the horizontal plane
of the hand movements. Otherwise these two condi-
tions were identical.
Response tasks
After the end of each out-and-back movement,
participants judged the hand or cursor position at the
end of the outward movement. The word ‘‘CURSOR’’
or ‘‘HAND’’ was shown on the monitor, instructing
participants to report the remembered cursor move-
ment endpoint or hand movement endpoint, respec-
tively. In the Cursor response task, judgments were
provided by matching the position of a visual cursor (6-
mm diameter ﬁlled circle) to the remembered position
of cursor or hand at the end of the outward movement.
The cursor initially appeared at the far left or right end
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of an invisible track that corresponded to all possible
cursor endpoints (see dotted line in Figure 1d).
Participants made small left/right movement with the
stylus (, 1 cm) to control the movement speed of the
cursor along this track. Once the cursor was in the
desired position, participants pressed the stylus’ button
to conﬁrm their judgment. In the Hand response task,
judgments were provided by matching the felt hand
position to the remembered position of cursor or hand.
An arrow appeared on the monitor instructing
participants to move their hand to the far left or far
right corner of the stopper ring. They followed the
stopper ring and pressed the stylus’ button when their
hand was in the desired position. Note that in both
response tasks the movements of visual cursor or stylus
differed from the outward movements, and only the
end positions of the outward movements were shared
with the movements of cursor or hand during the
response tasks. The Cursor response task was tested in
Experiment 1, the Hand response task in Experiment 2.
In both tasks there were no time constraints.
Trial types
For each combination of spatial conditions and
response tasks, there were four different types of trial.
The ﬁrst two types were bimodal in that the outward
hand movement was accompanied by a (randomly
rotated) visual cursor motion. In the ﬁrst type,
participants judged the hand’s movement endpoint
(BiHand trials). In the second type, they judged the
cursor’s movement endpoint (BiCursor trials). The
third and fourth types of trial were unimodal. In the
third type the out-and-back hand movement was
performed without the cursor being shown. In the
response task participants judged the hand’s movement
endpoint (UniHand trials). In the fourth type of trial
the cursor motion was presented without any hand
movement being made (the hand remained in the start
position). The cursor motion presented was the
trajectory recorded in a preceding BiCursor trial. In the
response task participants judged the cursor’s move-
ment endpoint (UniCursor trials).
Design
At the start of the experiments, participants were
instructed about how to perform the task by means of
up to 28 familiarization trials during which verbal
instructions were given. They were not informed about
the presence of the visuomotor rotation. Instead they
were told that the experiment was concerned with how
well the brain is able to keep information obtained via
the eyes separated from information obtained via the
hand. We emphasized that it was therefore critical for
them to pay attention to the word CURSOR or HAND
being displayed on the monitor, and to focus accord-
ingly on what either they saw or on what they felt when
reporting the position judgments.
We conducted two experiments, one for each
response task. For each response task we tested each of
the two spatial conditions in a separate experimental
session. Their order was balanced across participants.
Each experimental session comprised all combinations
of four trial types and eight visuomotor rotations, each
combination being presented 10 times. This resulted in
a total of 320 trials. The order of the 32 trials per
repetition set was randomized with the constraint that
each UniCursor trial occurred later in the sequence than
the corresponding BiCursor trial, so that the cursor
trajectory recorded in a BiCursor trial could be
presented in the corresponding UniCursor trial. For
each repetition set of 32 trials, each of the eight ranges
of instructed movement directions was randomly
combined with one of the eight visuomotor rotations.
Hence there was no systematic relation between the
direction of movement and the visuomotor rotation.
The 320 recorded trials per session were organized in
six blocks with short breaks in-between. One session
took about 2.5 hours to complete.
Detailed procedure
Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of events in each
trial. For reasons of clarity, not all items are shown at
the correct scale. At the start of each trial an arrow was
presented on the monitor that guided the participant to
a randomly chosen initial position within a rectangular
area of 1-cm height and 4-cm width, with its midpoint
1.5 cm below the center of the semicircular workspace
(Figure 2a). The arrow disappeared when the stylus
held by the participant was in the initial position (with
a 4-mm margin) for 1 s. Next, we instructed the range
of movement directions of the outward movement for
the current trial by displaying a WiFi-like symbol (three
circular arcs of 258 width at 18-, 24-, and 30-mm radial
distance from the center position) for 1 s (Figure 2b).
The color of the symbol indicated the type of trial: It
was red for UniCursor trials (signaling participants not
to move their hand), green for UniHand trials, and light
gray for bimodal trials. Directly after the WiFi symbol
disappeared, the center position was shown (a 7-mm
diameter outline circle) as well as visual feedback of the
hand position (a 6-mm ﬁlled circle; Figure 2c). This
allowed participants to reach the center position
swiftly. After maintaining this position for 250 ms (with
a 2.5-mm margin), the center position circle disap-
peared and an auditory beep was presented as a cue to
begin the outward movement to the stopper ring. If the
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cursor was shown (all trial types except UniHand), it
was visible until 97% of the 15-cm distance between the
start position and the stopper ring was covered. Its
direction was rotated according to the magnitude of the
visuomotor rotation selected for each speciﬁc trial
(Figure 2d). The 97% criterion was required to detect
all movement endpoints because, due to the thickness
of the stylus and depending on its exact orientation in
the hand, a slightly variable radial distance between
97% and 100% was reached. Immediately after hitting
the stopper ring, participants moved the stylus back to
the remembered start position of the outward move-
ment without visual feedback (Figure 2e). They pressed
the button on the stylus, which triggered an auditory
beep, to conﬁrm being back. Immediately thereafter the
word CURSOR or HAND was presented on the
monitor to instruct participants to judge the remem-
bered cursor movement endpoint or hand movement
endpoint, respectively (Figure 2f). 500 ms later the
appearance of the response cursor (Cursor response
task) or the arrow (Hand response task) signaled that
participants could report their position judgment.
Data preprocessing
Both the cursor and hand movements were recorded.
Our main interest was in the physical and judged
positions of cursor and hand at the end of the outward
movements. Their Cartesian coordinates were con-
verted into angles of a polar coordinate system with the
origin in the center position, which was the start
position of the outward movements. These angles
captured all variations of physical and judged end
positions because their distance from the start position
was kept constant throughout both experiments (by
means of the stopper ring for physical end positions,
and by means of having participants choose from
positions along the stopper ring for judged end
positions).
Data were screened for outliers deﬁned by three
criteria: (a) the direction of the outward movement in a
trial deviated more than 358 from the center of the
range of instructed movement directions, (b) the
absolute angular deviation between the physical and
judged positions of cursor or hand was larger than 358,
which is twice the maximal visuomotor rotation, and
(c) the hand or cursor moved more than 2.58 to the left
or right after reaching the stopper ring (or the
equivalent distance on the monitor).
After removal of outliers, judgments were corrected
for hysteresis effects. In the response tasks, motions of
the visual cursor (Experiment 1) or movements of the
hand (Experiment 2) started either at the far left or
right of the semicircular track or the stopper ring,
respectively. Systematically different judgments with
the different start positions could inﬂate the observed
variances of the judgments. To remove such differenc-
es, for each experimental session (320 trials) the
regression of the judged direction on the physical
direction was computed with the constraint of a single
slope, but two different intercepts for the right and left
start positions of marker motions or hand movements.
The judged directions were corrected for the difference
Figure 2. Illustration of the detailed procedure of the bimodal trials. The tablet and monitor workspace are presented overlapping
here, whereby the white items indicate images shown on the monitor, and black items indicate positions that were defined in both
reference frames. Further explanation is provided in the main text under ‘‘Detailed procedure.’’
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between the intercepts by adding or subtracting half the
difference, respectively.
Dependent variables
We compared the two spatial conditions of both
experiments with respect to integration strength,
variability of the unimodal cursor and hand position
judgments, and biases and variability of the bimodal
cursor and hand position judgments. The bimodal
biases and variabilities were compared with model
predictions for partial optimal integration. Model
predictions were derived from the Coupling Prior
model proposed by Ernst (2006, 2007, 2012), for which
the equations as they are provided here were derived by
Debats and colleagues (2017b). The model captures the
whole continuum of integration strengths, ranging
from no integration (i.e., sensory independence) to
complete integration (i.e., sensory fusion). It predicts
the optimal weights (and thus the biases) and the
associated variabilities, based on the integration
strength and the variabilities of the position judgments
in unimodal trials. An illustration of partial integration
is provided in Figure 3a.
For each of the bimodal trial types we determined
the angular deviation between the judged and the
physical hand or cursor positions (for BiHand and
BiCursor trials, respectively). We then regressed, for
each trial type and spatial condition separately, the
angular deviations on the visuomotor rotations (see
Figure 3b). The slopes of these regressions indicate the
proportional biases (i.e., the attraction of the judg-
ments towards the other modality as proportions of the
visuomotor rotation). The proportional biases or slopes
correspond to weights assigned to hand-position and
cursor-position estimates in sensory integration (see
Figure 3a). The slope for BiHand trials corresponds to
the weight wC_obs given to the cursor’s end position,
with wC_obs ¼ 0 indicating that the judged hand
Figure 3. Partial integration and regression analysis. (a) According to the so-called Coupling Prior model, partial integration fills the
continuum between no integration (weights are zero) and complete fusion (the weights add up to one). The weights can be assessed
experimentally through the relative judgment biases. For partial integration, the weights (and thus the relative biases) add up to any
value between zero and one, with their sum indicating the integration strength. This illustration shows the predicted optimal biases
and variability for an integration strength of 0.75; the unimodal variability is consistent with the average values for the OrthogPlane
condition in Experiment 1. The dotted line indicated the optimal integration prediction for fusion (i.e., integration strength of one). (b)
The relative biases were assessed using regression analysis, specifically of the deviation between the true and judged movement
endpoint on the deviation between the true hand and cursor endpoints. This is illustrated here for the BiHand judgment of two
exemplary participants for the OrthogPlane condition in Experiment 2. If the position judgment were on the horizontal line, this would
have indicated that the participants’ hand position judgments were—correctly scattered around the true hand position. If they had
been scattered around the diagonal line, this would have indicated that their judgments were located around the true cursor
position. The left and right panels illustrate one participant with low and one with high judgment variability, respectively.
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positions match the physical hand positions and wC_obs
¼ 1 indicating that they match the physical cursor
positions. The slope for BiCursor trials corresponds to
the weight wH_obs given to the hand’s end position, with
wH_obs¼ 0 indicating that the judged cursor positions
match the physical cursor positions and wH_obs ¼ 1
indicating that they match the physical hand positions.
We used linear regressions because we observed no
apparent dependency of the integration strength on the
magnitude of the visuomotor rotations (see Figure 3c).
The intercepts of the regressions capture systematic
judgment errors, which are unrelated to the strength of
the sensory integration. They were generally small: For
the participants of Experiment 1, averaged across
BiCursor and BiHand trials, they ranged between
1.138 and 6.598 (mean OrthogPlane 1.678 6 0.318, and
SamePlane 1.838 6 0.548) and for the participants of
Experiment 2 they ranged between 7.778 and 7.758
(mean OrthogPlane 2.088 6 0.958, and SamePlane
2.218 6 1.198). These systematic errors are not of
interest for the purpose of the present study and
therefore not further analyzed.
The variability of the position judgments was
computed from the same regression analyses as the
variance of the residuals. For this reason, the regres-
sions were also computed for the unimodal trial types
whereby the visuomotor rotation was a dummy
variable. We thus computed the judgment variances for
each trial type: UniHand (r2H_obs), UniCursor (r
2
C_obs),
BiHand (r2H.C_obs), and BiCursor (r
2
C.H_obs).
The integration strength kobs was computed as the
sum of the observed weights: kobs¼wH_obsþwC_obs. An
integration strength of 1 indicates full sensory integra-
tion (i.e., hand and cursor are judged to be in the same
position), an integration strength of 0 indicates
independence (i.e., hand and cursor positions are not
biased toward each other), and an integration strength
between 0 and 1 indicates partial sensory integration. It
should be noted that numerically the integration
strength was not constrained to range between 0 and 1
because we determined wH_obs and wC_obs indepen-
dently.
Last, we derived model predictions for the biases and
the variabilities of the position judgments in bimodal
trials. Input to the model consisted of the observed
variances in unimodal trials and the observed integra-
tion strength. In the model equations, the integration
strength is converted into a parameter that is called
coupling prior variance:
r2prior ¼
1 kobs
kobs
r2C obs þ r2H obs
  ð1Þ
This parameter is essential for the variation of
coupling strength between full integration (r2prior ¼ 0Þ
and independence (r2prior ¼ ‘Þ. It can be thought of as a
measure of the uncertainty for that the sensory signals
arise from a single source and should therefore be
integrated. The predicted optimal bimodal weights are
computed as
wH pred ¼ r
2
C obs
r2C obs þ r2H obs þ r2prior
;
wC pred ¼ r
2
H obs
r2C obs þ r2H obs þ r2prior
ð2Þ
The predicted optimal variances for the bimodal
position judgments are computed as
r2C:H pred ¼
r2C obs r
2
H obs þ r2prior
 
r2C obs þ r2H obs þ r2prior
;
r2H:C pred ¼
r2H obs r
2
C obs þ r2prior
 
r2C obs þ r2H obs þ r2prior
ð3Þ
Note that Equations 2 and 3 are identical to the
standard equations for full integration (e.g., Ernst &
Banks, 2002) except for the variance of the coupling
prior, r2prior. The model is hence an extension of the
full integration model (i.e., r2prior ¼ 0) in that it also
captures partial integration.
Statistical analysis
We excluded three participants from all analyses. In
Experiment 1, one participant had more than 25% of
the BiCursor trials in the SamePlane condition identi-
ﬁed as outliers, that is, 21 out of the 80 trials (8
visuomotor rotations3 10 repetitions). For the other
twelve participants, between 0 and 6 trials out of the 80
trials per trial type were identiﬁed as outliers and
excluded (mean 0.84 6 0.17 trials). In Experiment 2,
one participant showed no integration as indicated by
slightly negative integration strengths (0.16 and0.29
for the OrthogPlane and SamePlane conditions, re-
spectively). Another participant did not follow the
instruction to return to the start position upon reaching
the movement endpoint and instead rested his/her hand
at the movement endpoint (1,763 ms averaged over the
four trial types in contrast to 476 6 107 ms for the
other participants). For the remaining eleven partici-
pants, between 0 and 15 trials were excluded (mean 3.08
6 0.50 trials).
All comparisons of the dependent measures between
the experimental conditions and between observed and
predicted measures were done by means of t tests and
two-way ANOVAs for repeated measurements. In
addition, we assessed the interindividual covariation of
observed and predicted weights and variances by means
of correlations.
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Results
We ﬁrst report the effect of the experimental
manipulations on the integration strength, our primary
measure of interest, and on the variability of the
unimodal position estimates. Subsequently we present
the bimodal position judgments’ characteristics, spe-
ciﬁcally the biases of cursor position and hand position
judgments and their variability. According to optimal
integration, these measures depend on the individual
participants’ integration strengths and their individual
unimodal variabilities. We compared our data with
model predictions for partial integration to reveal
potential additional effects of our experimental ma-
nipulations.
Strength of sensory integration
The mean strength of sensory integration in each of
the two spatial conditions is shown in Figure 4a, both
for the Cursor response task (Experiment 1) and the
Hand response task (Experiment 2). In both experi-
ments the strength of sensory integration did not differ
signiﬁcantly between the conditions with orthogonal
and same planes of motion of hand and cursor: t(12)¼
0.22, p¼ 0.831; and t(10)¼ 0.89, p¼ 0.395, respectively.
We expected stronger integration in condition Same-
Plane than in condition OrthogPlane, yet the nonsig-
niﬁcant tendency was in the opposite direction.
Variability of unimodal position judgments
The mean standard deviations of the judgments in
the unimodal trials (UniCursor and UniHand) are
illustrated in Figure 4b. Compared across experiments,
variability in the Hand response task was larger than in
the Cursor response task. More importantly, within
each experiment, variability was larger for judgments
that involved transformations (indicated by the addi-
tional marking on the bars) than for judgments that
involved no transformations. Speciﬁcally, for the
Cursor response task (Experiment 1), the variability of
the hand position judgments was much larger than that
of the cursor position judgments, and for the Hand
response task (Experiment 2), the variability of the
cursor position judgments was slightly larger than that
of the hand position judgments. There was also a
slightly larger variability for judgments that involved
both a spatial transformation and a modality trans-
formation (indicated in the ﬁgure by the crossed
marking) than for judgments that involved only a
modality transformation (indicated by the striped
marking).
An ANOVA with the within-participant factors
spatial condition (OrthogPlane vs. SamePlane) and
position judged (hand vs. cursor) for Experiment 1
revealed no main effect of condition, F(1, 12)¼ 0.00, p
¼ 0.998, but a signiﬁcant main effect of position judged,
F(1, 12) ¼ 91.83, p , 0.001. The interaction just failed
to reach statistical signiﬁcance, F(1, 12)¼ 4.36, p¼
0.059. The same type of ANOVA for Experiment 2
revealed no main effects of spatial condition, F(1, 10)¼
1.17, p¼ 0.304, and position judged, F(1, 10)¼0.75, p¼
0.406, and again a marginally signiﬁcant interaction,
F(1, 10) ¼ 4.53, p ¼ 0.059. We conducted posthoc
pairwise comparisons on the difference between the two
spatial conditions. This revealed a marginally signiﬁ-
Figure 4. Integration strength and unimodal variability. (a) The
integration strength for condition OrthogPlane (light gray bars)
and SamePlane (dark gray bars), for both Experiment 1 (Cursor
response task) and Experiment 2 (Hand response task). (b) The
standard deviation of the position judgments for the unimodal
position judgments of cursor position (UniCursor trials) or hand
position (UniHand trials), in both the OrthogPlane and Same-
Plane condition and both Experiment 1 (Cursor response task)
and Experiment 2 (Hand response task). The line pattern
indicates which transformations were involved in the position
judgments.
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cant difference only for the judgment variability in
UniCursor trials of Experiment 2, t(10) ¼ 2.15, p ¼
0.057; other p . 0.188. Thus, the noise associated with
the horizontal to frontal spatial transformation in
Experiment 1 was statistically not signiﬁcant, and the
noise associated with the frontal to horizontal spatial
transformation in Experiment 2 was small and only
marginally signiﬁcant.
Observed and predicted biases of bimodal
position judgments
Figure 5a illustrates the mean observed biases of the
bimodal hand position judgments (BiHand trials)
toward the cursor as standing gray bars, and the mean
observed biases of the bimodal cursor position judg-
ments (BiCursor trials) toward the hand position as
hanging gray bars. The markings of the gray bars
indicate which transformations were involved in the
different conditions. The mean predicted biases are
illustrated by the accompanying white bars.
For the Cursor response task (Experiment 1), the
observed biases were strongly asymmetric, being more
toward the cursor position than toward the hand
position (i.e., higher standing than hanging bars),
whereas they were more symmetric for the Hand
response task (Experiment 2). For Experiment 1, a two-
way ANOVA with the within-participant factors
spatial condition (OrthogPlane vs. SamePlane) and
position judged (hand vs. cursor) revealed no effect of
condition, F(1, 12)¼ 0.05, p¼ 0.831, a signiﬁcant main
effect of position judged, F(1, 12) ¼ 46.38, p , 0.001,
and a marginally signiﬁcant interaction effect, F(1, 12)
¼ 4.45, p ¼ 0.057. Posthoc comparisons indicated a
signiﬁcantly different bias in the cursor position
judgments, i.e., the hanging bars, t(12) ¼ 2.29, p ¼
0.041, but not for the hand position judgments, i.e., the
standing bars, t(10)¼ 0.81, p¼ 0.433. For Experiment 2
there were no signiﬁcant effects (all p . 0.371).
The comparison between the observed and predicted
biases allows us to distinguish between two types of
effects of the experimental conditions. The ﬁrst type are
indirect effects: According to the reliability-based
weighting mechanism of optimal sensory integration,
modulations of coupling strength and variabilities of
unimodal estimates by the experimental conditions
should have consequences for the biases. These are
predicted by the model. The second type are direct
effects of the experimental manipulations that are not
predicted by the model, that is, that cannot be
understood as consequences of the modulation of
coupling strength and unimodal variabilities.
Figure 5. Bimodal position judgments’ characteristics. (a) The biases in the bimodal judgments of hand position toward the cursor
position (BiHand trials; the standing bars) and the biases in the cursor position judgment toward the hand position (BiCursor trials;
the hanging bars). The gray bars indicate the observed biases in the OrthogPlane (light gray bars) and SamePlane (dark gray bars)
conditions; the open white bars indicate the biases predicted for optimal partial integration. The line pattern on the gray bars
indicates which transformations were involved in the position judgments. (b) The standard deviation of the bimodal position
judgments as observed (gray bars) and predicted (open bars). The color coding and line patterns are as in panel (a). The horizontal
black lines indicate, for each bimodal variability, the variability of the corresponding unimodal trials.
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The observed and predicted biases were highly
similar, except for the SamePlane condition of Exper-
iment 1 where the observed biases were somewhat more
oriented toward the cursor than predicted. Note here
that the model predictions were set to have the
observed integration strength. This means that the
sums of the observed and predicted weights are equal
and that just their relative magnitude was uncon-
strained. We compared the differences between ob-
served and predicted biases for the BiHand trials (which
thus equal that for the BiCursor trials) by means of
one-sample t tests. Only for the SamePlane condition of
Experiment 1 the difference was signiﬁcant: t(12) ¼
3.61, p ¼ 0.004; all other p . 0.845. The correlations
between the individual observed and predicted biases
were high in all conditions of Experiment 1 (between
0.63 and 0.92; all p , 0.021), and somewhat lower in
Experiment 2 (between 0.44 and 0.56; p between 0.096
and 0.177). Overall the biases of participants’ bimodal
position judgments were rather well explained by the
reliability-based weighting mechanism and were not
directly affected by the experimental conditions, except
that in the SamePlane condition there was a somewhat
stronger-than-predicted bias toward the cursor position
with the Cursor response task of Experiment 1.
Observed and predicted variability of the
bimodal position judgements
Figure 5b illustrates the mean standard deviations of
the position judgments in the bimodal trials (BiCursor
and BiHand). The gray bars indicate the observed
standard deviation, the accompanying white bars the
predicted ones. The black horizontal lines indicate the
mean standard deviations in the corresponding uni-
modal trials (i.e., the standard deviations shown in
Figure 4b). For the OrthogPlane condition, the pattern
of standard deviations in bimodal trials was similar to
what we observed before: The bimodal judgment that
corresponded to the most reliable unimodal judgment
was not reduced, or it even increased, in variability
(BiCursor in the Cursor response task; BiHand in the
Hand response task); the bimodal judgment corre-
sponding to the less reliable unimodal judgment
beneﬁtted from the integration with a reduced vari-
ability (BiHand in the Cursor response task; BiCursor in
the Hand response task). For the SamePlane condition,
no reduction of variability in bimodal trials compared
to the unimodal trials was observed at all.
We hypothesized that the absence of a spatial
transformation in the SamePlane condition might lead
to—closer to—optimal variabilities in bimodal trials.
This hypothesis was not conﬁrmed. If anything, the
difference between observed and predicted standard
deviations was somewhat larger in condition Same-
Plane than in condition OrthogPlane. We compared the
differences between predicted and observed standard
deviations by means of ANOVAs with the within-
participant factors spatial condition (OrthogPlane vs.
SamePlane) and position judged (hand vs. cursor).
Although this analysis revealed no signiﬁcant main or
interaction effects for Experiment 1 (all p . 0.159), the
main effect of spatial condition was signiﬁcant for
Experiment 2: F(1, 10)¼ 5.11, p¼ 0.047; other p values
. 0.383, conﬁrming the larger difference between
observed and predicted standard deviations in condi-
tion SamePlane. Finally, we found marginally signiﬁ-
cant correlations between the observed and predicted
standard deviations for the BiHand trials in condition
SamePlane of both experiments (respectively, r ¼ 0.54,
p¼ 0.055, and r¼ 0.57, p¼ 0.066) and signiﬁcant
correlations in all other conditions (r between 0.62 and
0.90; p , 0.044).
Discussion
In the current study we explored the integration of
sensory information on an action (here: a hand
movement) with sensory information on a visual effect
of that action (here: a cursor motion). The experiments
were designed to answer two questions. The primary
question is whether the integration strength depends on
the hand-cursor spatial separation. The secondary
question relates to the role of transformations between
separate planes of motion for the suboptimality of
variances of integrated hand and cursor position
judgments that we had observed in previous studies
(Debats et al., 2017b, 2017a; Debats & Heuer, 2018).
We discuss the answers to these questions in turn.
To test the inﬂuence of spatial separation on the
strength of sensory integration in cursor control, we
compared two spatial conditions. In condition
OrthogPlane hand and cursor were spatially separated
and moved in the horizontal and frontal plane,
respectively, similar to everyday computer work. In
condition SamePlane, in contrast, hand and cursor
were in close spatial proximity and moved in the same
horizontal plane. In two experiments, in which position
judgments were provided by different response tasks,
the strength of sensory integration was not different
between the two spatial conditions. Thus, we conclude
that in a cursor-control task spatial proximity does not
enhance sensory integration, in particular the underly-
ing neural estimate of whether or not signals belong
together.
This conclusion appears in sharp contrast to ﬁndings
according to which spatial separation disrupts sensory
integration (e.g., Gepshtein et al., 2005; Slutsky &
Recanzone, 2001; Spence, 2013). Sensory integration
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presupposes a distinction between sensory signals that
should be integrated and sensory signals that should
not be integrated. Signals that have a common cause
and are thus redundant are among the ﬁrst type of
signals, whereas signals that arise from different objects
or events are of the second type. Spatial proximity
seems to be taken by the brain as evidence of a common
cause, whereas spatial separation suggests different
causes. From this perspective sensory integration in
cursor control appears quite unusual: Hand and cursor
are clearly distinct objects that typically move in
different planes of motion that are spatially separated.
Even though spatial separation generally reduces the
strength of sensory integration, there are conditions
that can mitigate the effects of separation. This
happens, for example, when a visible tool relates the
separated sources of sensory signals (Takahashi et al.,
2009; Takahashi & Watt, 2014) or some other relation
is established between them (Helbig & Ernst, 2007). A
powerful driver of sensory integration seems to be a
cross-correlation between sensory signals (e.g., Parise &
Ernst, 2016). Different sensory signals that emanate
from the same source typically exhibit spatiotemporal
correlations, so that—vice versa—correlations can
serve as evidence of a single source. Cross-correlations
evidently exist between kinematic variables of hand
movements and cursor motions, even when hand and
cursor are spatially separated and move in different
planes. In fact, a reduction of kinematic cross-
correlations between trajectories of hand and cursor
has been shown to result in reduced integration
strength in cursor-control tasks (Debats et al., 2017a).
In the present experiments kinematic cross-correlations
were present in each bimodal trial. We hypothesized
that the causality evidence provided by spatial prox-
imity would add to the causality evidence provided by
these correlations. Possibly, these sources of causality
evidence are not additive, meaning that a strong cross-
correlation could have masked an inﬂuence of spatial
proximity. A role of spatial proximity for the strength
of sensory integration might still exist when the
kinematic cross-correlations are reduced. If not, this
would suggest that sensory integration of actions and
their visual effects (or visual reafferences) might differ
in principle from integration of exafferent sensory
information.
Sensory integration bears a certain similarity to
adaptation. In the cursor-control task, sensory inte-
gration reduces discrepancies between estimates of
cursor and hand positions, and so does adaptation: The
judged position of the hand is typically shifted toward
the physical position of the cursor in the preceding
adaptation period (Cressman & Henriques, 2009, 2010;
Simani, McGuire, & Sabes, 2007; Synofzik, Lindner, &
Thier, 2008; Wilke, Synofzik, & Lindner, 2013; Zbib,
Henriques, & Cressman, 2016), and the judged position
of the cursor can be shifted toward the physical
position of the hand in the adaptation trials (cf.
Hatada, Miall, & Rossetti, 2006; van Beers, Wolpert, &
Haggard, 2002). After adaptation, sensory integration
seems to be based on the adapted position estimates
(Rand & Heuer, 2017). But there are also obvious
differences between integration and adaptation. For
example, sensory integration is an essentially immedi-
ate phenomenon, whereas adaptation develops more
slowly. When a sensory discrepancy is reduced by
sensory coupling, this in general is not a precursor of
adaptation (Smeets, van den Dobbelsteen, de Grave,
van Beers, & Brenner, 2006).
Similar to sensory integration, adaptation may also
depend on sensory cross-correlations and not require
spatial proximity. For example, adaptation to visuo-
motor rotations does not only occur when vision and
proprioception refer to the same object as to the hand
in prism-adaptation studies (for a review see e.g.,
Redding, Rossetti, & Wallace, 2005). Here the felt and
seen hand are in close spatial proximity and move in
the same plane. Rather adaptation to visuomotor
rotations can also reliably be observed in cursor-
control tasks where the direction of cursor motion is
consistently rotated relative to the direction of hand
movement (e.g., Cunningham, 1989; Cunningham &
Welch, 1994; Krakauer, Pine, Ghilardi, & Ghez, 2000).
Although adaptation to visuomotor rotations in
cursor-control tasks has received a great deal of
attention during the last few decades, we are not aware
of a systematic comparison of adaptation effects when
hand and cursor move in orthogonal or same planes.
Adaptation studies have used the one or the other type
of setup, and to our knowledge there are no obvious
discrepancies between the ﬁndings obtained with them.
Thus, the conclusion regarding the effect of spatial
proximity on sensory integration might generalize to
the effect of spatial proximity on visuomotor adapta-
tion.
Our variation of spatial proximity involved two
components. First, in condition SamePlane movements
of cursor and hand were in the same plane rather than
in orthogonal planes, and second, the distance between
the felt hand and the visible cursor was much smaller
than in condition OrthogPlane. Both components of
our variation of spatial proximity do not affect the
kinematic cross-correlations. Thus, it is certainly
justiﬁed to generalize our results to variations of just
one of the components—integration strength should
not vary, for example, when the distance between a
vertical monitor and a horizontal workspace is varied.
However, for the variation of temporal proximity other
results should be expected. When the cursor motion is
delayed relative to the hand movement, kinematic
cross-correlations are reduced. Only lagged cross-
correlations would remain unaffected, and it is likely
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that at sufﬁciently long lags, these fall beyond the
temporal window of integration (e.g., van Wassenhove,
Grant, & Poeppel, 2007). This is also seen, for example,
by the ﬁnding that adaptation to lateral displacement
of egocentric direction by means of wedge prisms
disappears when visual reafferences are delayed by 0.3 s
or longer (Held, Efstathiou, & Greene, 1966), and by
the ﬁnding that adaptation to a visuomotor rotation is
reduced when terminal visual feedback is delayed up to
1500 ms (Schween & Hegele, 2017).
The second question addressed by the present
experiments is about the noise that comes with the
transformations required to perform the cursor-control
task and to provide judgments of the positions of
cursor and hand. For judging the hand position, the
Cursor response task of Experiment 1 requires a
transformation between modalities (proprioceptive to
visual) and—when the monitor is in the frontal plane—
an additional transformation between planes of motion
(horizontal to frontal). The Hand response task of
Experiment 2 requires the opposite transformations
between modalities and planes of motion when the
position of the cursor is judged. Debats et al. (2017b)
used both response tasks in a single experiment with the
frontal monitor setup. The cursor position judgments
were much more variable with the Hand response task
(entailing modality and spatial transformations) than
with the Cursor response task. The hand position
judgments, in contrast, were more variable with the
Cursor response task (entailing modality and spatial
transformations) than with theHand response task. The
ﬁndings with the SamePlane condition of the present
experiments, that requires no spatial transformations,
reveal that only a small fraction of the variability due to
transformations results from transformations between
separate planes of motion, but by far the larger fraction
from transformations between modalities.
Both in the earlier study (Debats et al., 2017b) and in
the present experiments the modulations of variabilities
(or reliabilities) in unimodal trials were largely consis-
tent with the modulations of judgment biases in
bimodal trials as predicted by the reliability-based-
weighting mechanism of optimal integration models.
Speciﬁcally, with the Cursor response task the vari-
ability of cursor-position judgments was smaller than
the variability of hand-position judgments, and the bias
of cursor judgments toward the position of the hand
was smaller than the bias of hand judgments toward the
position of the cursor. With the Hand response task,
this was reversed, though the differences were smaller.
Focusing on the biases, the bias of cursor-position
judgments was smaller with the Cursor response task
than with the Hand response task, whereas the bias of
hand-position judgments was smaller with the Hand
response task than with the Cursor response task. In
other words, the bias was smaller when the judged
position was in the same modality as the judgment than
when a modality transformation was required. This
observation corresponds to a ﬁnding of Ladwig and
colleagues (2013) who studied the biases of judged
amplitudes of hand movements and cursor motions
when judgments were made by matching hand move-
ments or cursor motions: Biases were stronger when-
ever a modality transformation was required. Although
for that study the reliabilities of the unisensory
estimates are not known, we suspect that the biases also
obey a reliability-based-weighting mechanism. More
generally, these ﬁndings indicate that sensory integra-
tion is governed not only by the characteristics of the
sensory input, but also by the characteristics of the
response tasks or the relation between sensory input
and response tasks (see also Rohe & Noppeney, 2018).
The variability of the position judgments in bimodal
trials was systematically larger than the predicted
optimal variabilities. In the current study we asked
whether the suboptimality, or the ‘‘excess variability,’’
of the biased position judgments in bimodal trials could
be related to the transformation between planes of
motion as required when reporting the judgments. This
would be indicated by a smaller excess variability in
condition SamePlane, where judgments require a
transformation between modalities but no spatial
transformation, than in condition OrthogPlane, where
both types of transformation are required. This
difference was not seen in our data; if anything, the
difference between the two spatial conditions with
respect to excess variability was opposite to expecta-
tions. The origin of the excess variability of the bimodal
position judgments thus remains unclear.
Both the biases and the variabilities of position
judgments in bimodal trials can be affected by
experimental manipulations such as the two spatial
conditions of the present experiments for two quite
different reasons. First, there can be indirect effects of
the experimental conditions, which result from their
effects on integration strength and the variabilities of
judgments in unimodal trials. Indirect effects are
predicted by optimal-integration models that formalize
reliability-based-weighting mechanisms. In the present
experiments, as in previous ones (Debats et al., 2017a,
2017b; Debats & Heuer, 2018), there was considerable
concordance between model predictions and observa-
tions. Second, there can be direct effects of experi-
mental conditions that are revealed by discrepancies
between observations and model predictions. In addi-
tion to the excess variability of position judgments in
bimodal trials, there was only one such discrepancy in
the present experiments: In the SamePlane condition of
Experiment 1 (Cursor response task) the position
judgments had a somewhat stronger bias toward the
cursor position than predicted from a reliability-based-
weighting mechanism, whereas in Experiment 2 (Hand
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response task) there was no correspondingly stronger-
than-predicted bias toward the hand position. It thus
seems that when hand and cursor are closely adjacent
(as in the SamePlane condition), visual information
receives a weight in sensory integration that is stronger
than justiﬁed by its unimodal reliability when vision is
the judgment modality, whereas this is not the case for
proprioceptive information when proprioception is the
judgment modality. The reason might be an attenua-
tion of proprioceptive input in the presence of the
visual input (e.g., Heuer & Rapp, 2012; Mu¨sseler &
Sutter, 2009) that speciﬁcally occurs when the hand and
cursor are in close proximity and for the cursor
response task only.
In summary, the present experiments show that the
strength of sensory integration in cursor-control tasks
does not depend on the spatial separation of the hand
and the cursor. The variability of cursor-position and
hand-position judgments was found to be strongly
affected by required transformations between different
sensory modalities, but only little by required trans-
formations between the spatially separated planes of
motion. The typically observed suboptimal variability
of the judgments of cursor and hand positions in
bimodal trials was not reduced when the hand and
cursor were in the same plane of motion.
Keywords: optimal integration, sensorimotor control,
visuomotor binding, reference frames, perception
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